Talent Strategies for Business Success

Developing Leaders at All Levels
In recent surveys, executives highlight the need to develop leaders at all levels of their
organizations. This need and the acknowledgment that their current leadership programs
are not as effective as they could be, have left these executives facing key questions:
• How can I help my leaders develop the skills they need now as well as to prepare
them for future opportunities?

Driving improvement
in the areas of:
Talent Strategy
Leadership Competencies
Succession Planning

• What new skills will my leaders need 3 to 5 years from now?

Leadership Development

• How can I ensure I am developing a pipeline of leaders in my company?

Organizational Change
Management

• Is there more to development than just training?
These questions take on even more significance given shifts taking place in the workforce.
As experienced leaders move on or retire, they take with them years of accumulated

Talent Assessments
Career Planning

knowledge and experience. Many of these leaders grew into their responsibilities over time,

Coaching and Mentoring

a luxury that will not exist for their successors. The need to become proficient more quickly,

Performance Management

along with a more demanding set of skills to be learned, presents a serious challenge.
One of the keys to a successful leadership development effort is ensuring it meets the
specific objectives of leaders at each level of the organization. The needs of front-line
supervisors, mid-level leaders and senior executives must be met in a way that not only
addresses individual gaps, but reinforces the organization’s overall leadership culture.
Markwood Partners understands this leadership challenge and is prepared to help its clients
build a full and flowing pipeline of leadership talent. Elements of the approach include:
• Clarifying current and future leadership needs across the organization
• Linking leadership development to organizational succession planning and individual
career development plans
• Using talent assessments to accurately target specific development gaps
• Positioning company executives for success as program sponsors as well as teachers
• Employing a complete range of resources—including in-role development opportunities,
coaching and mentoring, special or cross-border assignments and participation in
formal learning programs
Markwood Partners can help create leadership programs that ensure companies have the
leadership talent they need to succeed. To find out more, contact us today.
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